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To all concerned.
You can dress mutton up as lamb but it is still mutton, like this proposal. I take it most of
you have never been to Wallan as not 1 person has shown interest before in the
infrastructure that we have needed for years.
In the 8 years I have lived here where traffic banks back 3 to 5 kilometres at night to the
Hume highway none one cared to do anything about it, but hey lets put a quarry in and we
might do something about it, for the trucks not for the convenience of the people that
travel through Wallan or Mitchell shire residents . The land allocated for sporting fields and
parklands is a complete waste as the Mitchell Shire already has enough open space to last
10 life times. I think a cemetery would be a good idea as at least you will know it will get
used and by the time this quarry is closed i should be one of them. What guarentee do the
rate payers of Wallan get that the permit does not get extended for longer as per first
submission. Also by not knowing the hours of operation, truck movements per day, dust
mitigation measures,blasting  or quantity of extraction it puts it on the same lines of
COVID. You dont want to get it and if you do you dont know the effects it will have on you.
Living 1.6kilometrs from the quarry and being a 12 hr shift worker doing day and night
shifts, and my house backing onto the Northern Highway where i have been told no sound
barriers will be going up if the lanes are doubled, and in the blasting zone, can any one
guarantee me that my lifestyle and  irregular sleeping patterns will  not be affected by all
these changes. It may seem trivial for some but why should i have to consider moving
because wrong choices are made.
Thanks for your time.
Paul Boyall.

 
Wallan.
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